Abstract
Powering remote sensors with real-time communication persistently is a key enabling challenge for the internet of things (IoT). Energy harvesting from the environment, energy storage, and power consumption of such sensors need to be jointly considered and duly optimized for the technology to move toward power autonomy and miniaturization. Using photovoltaic (PV) technology, the sun can provide enough power for devices operating outdoors to ensure persistent operation over years without the need to ever access them. High efficiency solar cells feature high power generation densities that utilize the ever present solar power in outdoor environments. The main challenge in designing PV powered devices for predictable operation is The intermittent nature of the solar resource is: the PV panel needs to be combined with energy storage, and the whole device must be designed and optimized specifically for persistent operation outdoors. As presented in our previous work [1] , the design must consider (i) the changes (daily, seasonal, and due to cloud cover) in the solar insolation, (ii) the solar cell characteristics, and (iii) the power requirement of the sensing and communicating module. From these characteristics, we estimate the necessary storage capacity to reliably power the device over several years. The system size is then optimized for minimum cost or volume.
In this paper, we present how an adaptive power consumption pattern affects the dimensions of solar cell and battery, and the optimal cost of the system. In our design approach, we constrain the design of the adaptive power system based on the available power as well as the expected system performance, using the rate of acquired data from the sensor as a measure of performance. This means the performance -or the power consumption profile -changes based on availability of energy source. We consider
Introduction
The search algorithm for the optimal design for the power autonomous IoT system was explained in a previous communication [1] . Here, the same approach is adopted to find the minimum battery capacity required for the system with an average power consumption of 100 mW and a periodic power consumption pattern between (i) a hibernation mode, with a power consumption of 5 mW and (ii) an active mode with average power consumption of 385 mW. The smart sensor records and transmits the sensor data in the active mode. For simplicity, the active period is considered to draw constant power while it lasts. In the power adaptive systems, the hibernation time is set to change to adapt the power consumption of the device to low power availability.. There are two conditions for which the smart device adapts its power consumption: battery SOC lower than 30%, and solar insolation in the last day lower than a pre-defined threshold of 15 mW/cm 2 . As insolation input, we have considered a dataset of Global Horizontal Irradiance, , values from Mahbubnagar, India In this paper we evaluate power consumption patterns of smart sensors that can adapt their power consumption with the available power condition. The smart system decreases its power consumption by staying in hibernation mode 20%, 50%, 100%, and 200% longer when it is deprived of power. In other words, the system adapts it power consumption to its condition. Two scenarios are considered and discussed in this section.
Adaptive power in low battery state of charge (SOC)
In this scenario, the device considers power shortage based on its battery SOC, the device increases its hibernation time. When the battery is less than 10%, the device stays in hibernation until the SOC is more than 10%. In other words, the device saves power when it is power deprived. It is important to notice that longer hibernation mode decrease the average data acquisition and communication rate, meaning there will be less sensor data per unit time.
The minimum data transmission rate should be considered as boundary condition when searching for the optimum power system design. Here the normal data transmission rate is considered to be 3 data transmission per hour. The data rates decreases when the hibernation time increases.
Here we have used the same method explained in our previous work [1] , to find the minimum battery and solar cell combinations that can run the device autonomously (Figure 1 (a) ).
In Figure 1(a) , increasing the hibernation time decreases the average data rate as well as the average power consumption, locally (only for the periods SOC is less than 30%). This lower average power consumption, even when locally imposed, means the smart sensor can survive the low solar power generation forever by staying in the low power state. Hence, an adaptive power smart sensor has lower solar cell requirement for the same battery size. The minimum solar cell requirement of such system is defined by its power consumption in low average power mode. However, it does not hugely affect the minimum battery as expected. Fig. 1 . Minimum power system sizing for (a) adaptive power schemes to battery state of charge (SOC) less than 30% (b) adaptive power schemes when the last day average power available from the sun is less than 15 mW/cm 2 .
Adaptive power after low insolation period
Another approach to adaptive power is to decrease the average power consumption when there is a shortage of solar irradiance in the past days. In order to consider the effect of solar power availability, we have calculated the average insolation of 24 hours before to the time of each data transmission. In the events the last day average power available from the sun is less than 15 mW/cm 2 the device has decreased its power consumption by increasing the hibernation time by 20%, 50%, 100%, and 200%. The effect of adaptive power schemes on the minimum power system size is presented in Figure 1(b) . When the power consumption is adapted to the solar insolation the minimum required battery capacity is decreased more for solar cell area larger than the minimum required solar cell.
Conclusion
In this contribution we present our design approach for a persistent solar powered smart sensor. Using the experimental insight, the design criteria for battery capacity and solar cell area were determined for five years of continuous operation. The device can adapt its power consumption to the power availability. The available power is gauged by the battery state of charge and the average solar insolation available to the device in that last 24 hours. The power consumption of the device is decreased in compensation for decreasing the amount of data transmitted per hour. The adaptive power can help decreasing the power system sizing in both cases. The adaptive power to SOC condition decreases the battery requirement for smaller solar cell area to greater extend. Meanwhile adaptive power consumption to the solar insolation affects the required battery capacity more, while keeping the average data transmission rate. In practical sense, implementing the adaptive power requires considerations in the electronic circuit and computing power. The insight to the effect of different approaches on the power system sizing can help finding the better solution for the specific smart sensor. Hence, designing a persistent and adaptive solar powered system requires visibility into the application of the system and its performance constraining aspects.
